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The perfect mix of R&B and Hip-Hop blended together with great songwriting. 15 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: As you sit back and listen to the

sultry sounds of this RnB/Hip-Hop crooner you are sure to be filled you with wonderful emotions of the

nostalgia of love, inspiration and the liberation to kick off your shoes and dance. If you have been waiting

for an artist who can make you reminisce, make you smile, and make you cry, the wait is over. We would

like to introduce you to Maskerade? In life we rarely get a chance to do what we were truly called to do.

This is not the case for Maskerade. A California native, born in Orange "Juice" County, Maskerade's love

of music began at a very young age. His influence spans over a variety of artists and genres. Listening to

different songwriters over the years allowed him to fine tune his skills into what you witness today. Now a

new chapter in the journey begins for this extraordinarily gifted artist. When asked about his

performances, Maskerade explains, "My goal when I perform is simple, I want to win the hearts of all who

are watching me." Well, not only has he won many hearts, but has also captured the listening ears of

many fans. This singer/songwriter has performed at many events such as the Black History Fair in his

hometown, Santa Ana, California. His large list of venues include the Key Club and The Grind in Los

Angeles, the House of Blues in Anaheim and Hollywood, and more recently The Vault 350 in Long Beach

just to name a few. Of one of his most memorable performances, Maskerade speaks of an unforgettable

performance celebrating the homecoming of our American Troops from Iraq. This special performance

was indeed a crowd pleaser, attracting an audience of five thousand Troops and their awaiting families,

held on a military base in Twenty-Nine Palms, California. Let there be no doubt, Maskerade is not just a

singer but also a songwriter/entertainer who writes straight from his heart to yours. Maskerade's debut CD

entitled Luv Iz Crazi is not just another RnB album, but offers more than one would expect, from a cool
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blend of melodic love ballads to up tempo grooves with a hint of hip-hop and rap. Maskerade collaborates

with several other talented artists who he has included to enhance your listening pleasure. The smooth

melodies and clever lyrics make him a tour de force. "Because love will make you do crazy things," He

says this is the reason behind the choice of the album?s title, "and the way I spell it symbolizes the topic.

Love will give you these wild feelings and people react to those feelings in many different ways. In one

corner of love you have a man sending a woman a hundred roses. In another you have a woman bashing

some poor Cat's car. I wanted to write from a perspective that all can relate to?that's love and love is

crazy." One of the most overwhelming surprises of the album is that all the songs were written and

arranged by Maskerade himself. Several of the tracks were produced by Maskerade along the some very

talented unknown producers. "Producers like Nick Steele, Touchtone, Soleternity, Uni, and K-Quick need

to be heard by the rest of the world. This industry is missing out," explains Maskerade. From the onset

you would think that he had the backing of major producers in the RnB/Hip-hop arena, but the truth be

told, he just had the help of some super tight unknown cats. The ending result is beautiful songs that

seem to have come from my journey of living this thing we call life. Wow! Luv is indeed Crazi.
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